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THE MOST INSTAGRAMMABLE
SPOTS IN PORT DOUGLAS
& THE DAINTREE

EMMAGEN
CREEK

There's no denying Port Douglas and the
Daintree are rather attractive spots,
right? With natural beauty at every turn,
what a great place to get your 'Gram
game on point. How many spots on the
map below can you tick off?
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FUN
FACTS

While Port Douglas Daintree might be all pretty up top, we're also a
treasure chest of fun facts! How many of these did you know?
1. WHY ARE PALM TREES BENDY?
All around the beaches, you'll notice crazy angles with some of the palm trees,
as if they were reaching towards the water. Why? Hold on to your tropical
skirts, kids – palm trees aren't actually trees. WHAT? Palm trees are members
of the grass family so are basically huge, woody blades of grass, bending in
the wind and leaning towards the sun hoping to get their green tops warmed!
Have you seen a bendy palm tree you love?

2. PLAY UNDERWATER BINGO
The Great Barrier Reef is home to The Great Eight – eight of the most
photogenic and camera-lovin' critters in the sea! Clownfish, Maori Wrasse,
Giant Clam, Green Sea Turtle, Manta Ray, Potato Cod, Shark and Whale – get
out your waterproof cameras and let's play Underwater Bingo! How many can
you snap?

3. FOUR MILE IS NOT ACTUALLY FOUR MILES
Long considered the star child of Port Douglas, this landmark is plastered over
postcards and 'so you want a tropical getaway' ads. But, despite its name, the
beach isn't actually four miles long – it's four kilometres. How did it get its
name then? It's named after a prominent Indigenous local family named
Fourmile. Snap the full length of this sandy coast in one frame?

4. DINOSAURS ROAMING
Want to see real life dinosaurs? Don't let those pesky historians tell you
otherwise – here in Port Douglas Daintree, dinosaurs really do exist. The
majestic cassowary is a direct relative to those killer Gondwana birds, the
velociraptors, and our favourite apex predator, the saltwater crocodile was
once known as… well, a saltwater crocodile. Nothing much changes. Snap,
but beware!

5. SUNRISES AND SUNSETS
Port Douglas is s stunning coastline point surrounded by ocean on three
sides, giving it the most spectacular vista where sunrise can be watched on
one side of town and sunset on the other. So, no matter if you're a daytime or
night-time person, you'll get to see the sun spread her fairy floss-coloured
rays all over the skies. Show us your pics!

visitportdouglasdaintree.com

